ADVANCED Line Ultimate TW
The ADVANCED Line Ultimate illuminated mirror offers almost everything
that the eponymous mirror cabinet does: shadow-free, glare-free, natural
lighting with indirect, dimmable light in a choice of light colours.
Shadow-free, indirect light
The only difference: this is just an illuminated mirror, with no cabinet. Because of
this, it protrudes less from the wall and its appearance is even more delicate and
light. The indirect arc of light generates the perfect lighting to evenly illuminate your
face and the room in a flattering way, without casting any annoying shadows.
Dimmable light and adjustable light colour
Thanks to the dimmable tunable white light feature, the light colour can be changed
according to your mood, from warm to cold and from romantic candlelight to bright
daylight.

Properties:
Dimmable
Mirror cabinet with adjustable
light brightness.
Tunable White
Adjustable light colour – from
warm candlelight to cold makeup light.
Swiss made
Planning, design and
manufacturing takes place
entirely at the factory in Flums.
Sustainability
All mirrors are made of 100%
recyclable aluminium.
Indirect light
Glare-free light radiates upwards
or downwards.
Direct light
Direct light shines on the
beholder and illuminates
the face.

Colour
Anodised

Black

Lighting functions
Convenient control of lighting functions
using the integrated membrane keypad.

Arc of light
Indirect arc of light for glare-free
illumination of the room and your face.
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Product details
Frame

High quality aluminium profile, anodised or black matt
design

Mounting

Surface mounting

Mirrors

External mirror

Lighting

LED dimmable, lightings above / below switchable
individually, continuously adjustable from 2000 – 6500 K
Button for functions on the side panel

Protection class

IP44

Energy efficiency Contains light sources of class A++ (new scale: D)
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